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Digital Planet Offers Scholarships to PANO Conference
Free Conference Pass and Service Available to Non‐profit Organizations
MECHANICSBURG, PA, January 16, 2012 ‐ ‐ Digital Planet, Inc. has launched a scholarship
giveaway where eight non‐profit organizations will receive a conference pass to the 2012 Annual
PANO conference and up to four hours of free service from any of Digital Planet’s specialized
services. This is one of the many efforts by Digital Planet to “Pay it forward” in their ongoing
supporting non‐profit organizations.
The 2012 PANO Annual Conference will be held April 16‐17th at the Central Hotel &
Conference Center ‐ Best Western Premier in Harrisburg. Since 1984, PANO has worked as a
statewide membership organization that serves to advance the charitable nonprofit sector through
leadership, advocacy, education, and services in order to improve the quality of life in Pennsylvania.
This conference serves as a great opportunity for non‐profit organizations to network and gain more
resources and information on how to effectively tell their story in a compelling manner to funders,
donors, legislators, media, boards, staff, and program recipients.

Non‐profit organizations interested in entering the scholarship giveaway should complete a
form that describes their organization & mission and how attending the PANO conference would
benefit their organization. Entries may be submitted by downloading the form on the Digital Planet
Inc. website at http://www.digitalplanetinc.com/pdfs/pano_form.pdf before the deadline of 5PM
February 29, 2012. This scholarship giveaway is only eligible for Pennsylvania 501(c) 3 non‐profit
organizations.

###
About Digital Planet
Established in 2009, South Central Pennsylvania based Digital Planet delivers comprehensive technology, finance and
human resource services to small business and non‐profit organizations. Digital Planet services are delivered in a cost‐
effective manner leveraging technology and industry experience, which leads to more effective time and cash flow
management for their customers.

